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Foreword

M

aking sure professionals are equipped with the right sets of skills to face current and future
challenges is key - both for the survival of businesses and for securing individual careers.

At European and national levels skills development has been given centre stage in public policy
strategies with the aim of combatting unemployment and of safeguarding the quality and
competitiveness of our economies.
Professional training agendas are however complex fields of action that require the involvement
of a variety of stakeholders and a constant awareness of the developments and needs on the
ground.
Creative Skills Europe, the European Platform on Employment and Training in the Audiovisual and
Live Performance sectors, is a project which aims at collecting information and at developing tools
to help the sector adjust its skills to the realities of the field.
Ran by a partnership of European trade unions, employers’ organisations, and national skills
bodies, Creative Skills Europe built on the intelligence of the sector on its evolutions and needs.
It looked at creating national and European synergies, and at inspiring new types of actions, both
at company level and in a collective way at sector level. Its objective was to steer discussions on
the evolving skills needs in our sectors and to promote initiatives to respond to those needs.
After a first phase of activities (2014-2016) that led to the identification of key trends impacting
skills and competences in our sectors, it was decided to pursue the cooperation from the
perspective of the concrete needs emerging from the field.
In 2017-2018 four thematic workshops were organised in different European cities on the topics
of innovation, HR management, the digital environment and the role of social dialogue.
During those encounters, available intelligence about our labour markets was shared,
qualitative analyses on key trends were studied, and good practices of skills solutions were
presented by stakeholders representing education and training bodies, institutions, and industry
representatives.
The main outcomes of those exchanges are presented in this publication series.
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Training in the digital world:
a multifaceted scope of action

D

igitalisation has transformed the world we live in; the way we create and experience creative
contents; the way we work. It has challenged the traditional models of making and offering
culture. It has broadened the horizons of creation.
Through ever-evolving technologies, the digital environment also offers us a multitude of tools to
better communicate, network and learn.
The live performance and audiovisual sectors, because of the very nature of their creative
activities, should be firmly positioned at the heart of the digital transformations.
They should be equipped with the right mix of skills to create, market, and distribute their creative
contents in the digital environment. They should also engage in research and development to
shape tomorrow’s digital innovations.
Promoting the acquisition of digital skills has been recognised as an absolute necessity across all
sectors of the European economies. It is a strategic priority in the new Skills Agenda for Europe,
adopted by the European Commission in 2016, and funding lines dedicated to digital skills have
been put in place at regional, national and European levels.
Opportunities for online training are also on the rise. New formats and models are constantly
being tested and the sharing of digital learning contents is made easier every day.
Creative businesses can take better advantage of the digital tools to diversify their approach to
training and to multiply the impact of their training actions.
They can encourage creative professionals to engage in learning for and in the digital
environment.
But the digital world can also be a source of stress, of disconnection from human interactions,
and of increasingly blurred lines between professional and personal lives. Helping the workforce
understand and manage the digital environment is also an aspect of training to take into
consideration.
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Skills solutions:
inspirations from across Europe
Digital skills and tools at the INA training centre in France

T

he French National Audiovisual Institute (INA) is a National Public Utility Company in charge
of archiving, research, audiovisual production and professional training.

INA Training offers courses in all areas of audiovisual and new media production, as well as
broadcasting. Its catalogue of professional training courses evolves constantly in line with the
needs of the sector.
Workshops have been developed on topics such as ‘360°contents’, ‘multiscreen marketing
strategy’, ‘non-linear content programming’ or ‘transmedia projects’.
INA is also experimenting with new training models such as blended learning (50 courses in the
training catalogue have additional modules on line) and online coaching.

To know more:
https://www.ina-expert.com/en

A Digital Learning Centre for Creative Freelancers in the UK

T

he Federation of Entertainment Unions - Equity, the Musicians’ Union, the National Union of
Journalists and the Writers’ Guild - have joined forces to offer sector professionals working
in non-permanent employment frameworks training opportunities for the development of their
business and digital skills.
The project funded by the UK government via unionlearn (the skills development branch of the
UK Trade Union Congress) combines live workshops, webinars and online training modules.
Topics covered go from ‘Finance for freelancers’ to ‘Building your web presence’, ‘Diversify your
Portfolio’, ‘Ethics, Regulation, and Law’, ‘Copyright for Creatives’ and ‘Networking via the web’.
FEU Training also offers access to a Digital Learning Centre where freelancers have access to a
range of e-learning opportunities, from downloads to video tutorials.

To know more:
https://www.feutraining.org/
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Documenting skills acquisition
and extending professional networks online

I

n some subsectors of the cultural and creative industries, recruitment processes are still rather
traditional and informal. In certain occupations, however, the need to attract very specialised
profiles, and demands to demonstrate competences acquired in the course of a lifetime are
growing.
Online professional networks are also on the rise, as are cross-border and overseas professional
partnerships - with the need to understand and recognise experiences and competences acquired
in sometimes very different environments.
Initiatives such as the Open Badge Network – a European strategic partnership aimed at developing
the use of web-based Open Badges to capture lifelong learning which may be unrecognised by
traditional forms of credentialing – might be interesting to be explored by our sector.
Other initiatives developed by and for professionals in the creative industries are also worth
looking into, such as ‘Clock your skills’ which promotes the validation of real-life work-based
experiences and their transformation into qualifications.

To know more:
http://www.openbadgenetwork.com/
https://clockyourskills.com/

The ‘Academy for Theatre and Digitality’
in Dortmund, Germany

T

he Academy for Digitality and Theatre, a project of Theatre Dortmund, developed in
partnership with the State of North Rhine-Westphalia and the city of Dortmund, will be a
place of digital artistic research.
Created in cooperation with the German Theatre and Orchestra Association and the German
Theatre Technical Society it will be dedicated to digital innovation, artistic research and technologyoriented education for the artistic and technical staff of theatres.
The Academy will link partners from culture, science and economy - horizontally and
internationally.
It will cooperate closely with innovative businesses and relevant research institutes. It will promote
the development of original solutions for the rapidly growing needs of the performing arts in the
fields of “Virtual Reality”, “Augmented Reality”, “Motion Capture”, “3D-Animation”, “Sensorics”,
“Robotics” and “Artificial Intelligence”.
Activities will be launched in Spring 2019.

To know more:
https://enjoy-complexity.de/app/uploads/2018/02/
Akademie-f%C3%BCr-Digitalit%C3%A4t-und-Theater_Dortmund.pdf
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Going mobile: new skills and pedagogy tools for broadcasters

E

BU Academy is the training centre of the European Broadcasting Union. It evaluates the
challenges faced by EBU Members (Public Service Media) and frames solutions in terms of
learning and skills.
EBU Academy has four main targets: it offers innovative training programmes for executives,
managers, experts, and internal teams in EBU Member organisations. It provides topical courses
to address evolutionary disruptions. Finally, it builds sustainable programmes for Members either
by solving a problem (creating national academies, training the broadcaster’s board, on-site
workshops) or by gaining insight into problems and modelling them (through, for example, peerto-peer reviews).
Digital technologies, digital strategies and the challenge of mobile devices and audiences are at
the heart of the EBU Academy programme.

To know more:
https://www.ebu.ch/academy
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Takeaways and the way forward
1. Identifying existing schemes
at national and European levels

T

he offer of online learning and of blended learning (the combination of face-to-face teaching
with online training tools) on topics relevant for our sectors keeps growing.
Such an offer can make training a lot more accessible and affordable for smaller businesses and
independent workers. It can likewise connect professionals to an expertise not available in their
region.
Innovative training formats (short videos, interactive tools, online coaching, etc.) can also make
training more appealing for those who are more resistant to traditional classroom teaching.
In this context, a balanced approach regarding the time necessary to take online training and
professional’s work schedules is important.

2. Online tools can also facilitate
professional networking and recruitment

O

nline professional networks have become important recruitment spaces and new tools to
validate skills are currently under development.

The cultural and creative industries, because of the specific mix of skills that are needed to create,
market and distribute contents in the digital world, should engage with such tools in order to
make sure they respond to the sectors’ needs.
Digital networks and platforms should also be used to share training needs and online training
contents.

3. Research & Development is the way forward
for the creative industries in the digital world

T

he Audiovisual and Live Performance sectors have the potential to be the driving force beyond
the next generation of digital innovations.

To nurture their creative power in the digital world the cultural and creative industries can
establish relevant partnerships with science and technology stakeholders, invest in research &
development, support start-ups and all kind of project holders experimenting with new artistic
and business ideas.
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4. As drivers of innovation, the creative sectors need
targeted support for digital skills development

T

he development of digital skills is one of the key priorities of the new Skills Agenda for
Europe adopted by the European Commission in 2016. Digital skills acquisition is encouraged
in schools, in further and higher education, across economic sectors, and for almost all types of
workers.
Because of the key role of the Audiovisual and Live Performance sectors in producing original and
qualitative creative contents in the digital environment, targeted support to develop digital skills
is needed.
At the same time taking advantage of existing cross-sectoral opportunities but also asking for
support for the development of customised training solutions for our sectors are ways to move
forwards.
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Creative Skills Europe, the European Platform on Employment and Training in the
Audiovisual and Live Performance sectors, is a joint project piloted by social partners
of the EU Social Dialogue Committees in the Audiovisual and Live Performance
Sectors:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CEPI - European Audiovisual Production Association
EBU - European Broadcasting Union
EFJ - European Federation of Journalists
EURO-MEI - media, entertainment and arts sector of UNI Europa
FIA - International Federation of Actors
FIM - International Federation of Musicians
Pearle* - Live Performance Europe, Performing Arts Employers Associations League Europe

Creative Skills Europe also benefits from the support and expertise of the following
national organisations:
• mediarte.be, Fonds Social du Secteur Audiovisuel & Fonds Social de la Production de films /
Sociaal Fonds voor de Audiovisuele sector & Fonds voor de filmproductie (Belgium)
• Sociaal Fonds Podiumkunsten (Belgium)
• Commission Paritaire Nationale Emploi Formation Audiovisuel (France)
• Commission Paritaire Nationale Emploi Formation Spectacle Vivant (France)
• GOC, Expert-centre for the creative industries (the Netherlands)
• ScreenSkills (United Kingdom)
• Creative & Cultural Skills (United Kingdom)
• Career and Transfer Service Center of the Berlin University of the Arts (Germany)
• German Theatre Technical Society / Deutsche Theatertechnische Gesellschaft DTHG
(Germany)
• Kulturakademin (Sweden)

With financial support from the European Union
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